Acadia

Business Administration
Amanda M Breaud
Georgian Marin

Education
Jonathan Hebert

Engineering
Robert Michael Sarver

General Studies
Gretchen Louise Young

Graduate School - Masters
Tara Lejeune Sarsfield

Liberal Arts
Kane Joseph Thibodeaux

Nursing and Allied Health Professions
Heather Jeanne Lee

Sciences
John Raymond Leonards

Allen

Arts
Jessie Kate Brown

Ascension

General Studies
Marvin Martin Jr.
Liberal Arts
Michener Andrew Kruse

Avoyelles
Nursing and Allied Health Professions
Arielle Elizabeth Seaver

Bossier
Engineering
Cole Aaron Davis

Caddo
Graduate School - Masters
Megan Elizabeth Wilmore
Nursing and Allied Health Professions
Tajakica Maxie
Britney J. Williams

Calcasieu
Business Administration
Rolin Piper
General Studies
Thomas Wayne Leger

De Soto
Engineering
Crystal Alanna Williams

East Baton Rouge
Engineering

James Cody Wood

General Studies

Riantae Richea Freeman

Graduate School - Masters

Amber Collins

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Lenora Mozelle Nicole Barnes
Bridgett Katrice Baunchand
Alyssa Kneipp
Mandy Richardson
Whitney Nicole Rivett

Sciences

Arielle Renea Freeman

East Feliciana

Liberal Arts

Ryan Joseph Talbot

Evangeline

General Studies

Whitney Danielle Bihm
Leslie Ann Fontenot
Sydia Alayna Mcdaniel

Iberia

Business Administration

Cory Christopher Brodie
Todd Elliot Cuccio
Daniel R Hulin
Education

Brooklyn Angelle Arceneaux
Amy Roth Clement
Scottie Williams

Liberal Arts

Courtney Deshon Lewis

Sciences

Patrick Lee Foster

Iberville

Sciences

Kolby Q Handy

Jefferson

Arts

Angela Marie Hutchinson

Education

Rachel Kathryn Bourgeois
Kelsey Arlene Johns

Graduate School - Masters

Christopher Ray Baker

Graduate School - Doctoral

Christine Pieno Weill

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Charles Hill

Jefferson Davis

General Studies
Whitney Burkholder

**Lafayette**

*Arts*

Joshua Charles Floyd

*Business Administration*

Linh Cong
Stephen Paul Hardey
James Keith Vining II
Adam D Yerino

*Education*

Brittan Rae Blanchard
Hailey Elizabeth Hanks
Malori Elizabeth Heinen
Ryan J King
Mallory Rose Wilson

*Engineering*

Brody Paul Broussard
Ked Wesley Jackson
Roshan Jaikishen
Tyler Joseph Kragle
Travis Wayne Moore
Michael Vo

*General Studies*

Emily Blair Bertrand
Melynda Carmouche
Jordan L Davis
Heather Goodrum
Hailey Marie Hisaw
Whitney Louise Serrette
Andre Timothy Sun Chee Fore

*Graduate School - Masters*

Emily Therese Allen
Shawn Brasseaux
Dylan Walsh Broussard
Sandra Lee Broussard
Heather Elizabeth Degeyter
Hollie Elizabeth Fruge
Ashley Minott Higginbotham
Ricky Julien Sr
Brittany M Lacour
Nina R. Leblanc
Sarah Aline Mallory
Anna L McGowen
Kellie Alexis Murphy
Fatima Tareq Osman
Jackie Parker
Dextria Darice Sapp
Katherine Faye Schexnayder
Katherine Francis Stanley
Phillip Joel Suire

Liberal Arts

Krystal A Boulanger
Rhea Breann Cooper
Cassie Hebert
Sarah Morgan Hinds
Trelany Nikole Hinson
Jonathon I Nugent
Megan Lynn Wittenberg

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Anna Landry

Sciences

Alyssa A Babineaux
Gregory Lewis Baltz
Dustin Alexander Landry
Matthew Charles Williamson

Lafourche

General Studies

Braxton Keith Mack
Graduate School - Doctoral

Jo Ann Matthews

Liberal Arts

Ethan Joseph Melancon

Lincoln

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Steffani Anne Chance

Natchitoches

Business Administration

Chamara DeAnne Briggs
Mary-katherine Hooper

Orleans

Arts

Brooke Alyssa Leblanc

Business Administration

Terrance Milton

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Cindy Ehrlicher
Kerry Esprit

Sciences

Michael Edward Foster

Ouachita

Business Administration

Roy Martin Anderson
Liberal Arts

Alexus La’neale Angrum

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Rebecca Johnson Handel
Kelsey Littleton

Rapides

Education

Kymeshia Elizabeth Smith

Graduate School - Masters

Kristen Paige Melancon
Jessica L White

Liberal Arts

Lakari Jaquan Fontenot
Emily Anne Knight
Louis Jacob Vanasselberg

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Kayla Jean Arnouville

Saint Bernard

Liberal Arts

Brandon Alan Domingue

Saint Charles

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Jenna J Faul

Saint Helena

Liberal Arts
Dylan Michael Kinkaid

Saint Landry

Business Administration

Kathryn Renee Knott

Engineering

Brooke Logan Fontenot

General Studies

Jeremiah Alawishus Bellard
Samantha N Fontenot
Elizabeth A Gobert
Tracy Pomier
Eddie Jude Rene’

Graduate School - Masters

Jordy Paul Babineaux
Tiffany Deville

Liberal Arts

Heather Hailar

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Crystal Snyder Carriere
Emily Lane Turner

Saint Martin

Business Administration

Phouthaly A Keovisay

General Studies

Falon Lee Dauphine

Liberal Arts
Jamal Joseph Batiste
Demond Lavon Roberts
D’Lisa Nichelle Williams

**Saint Mary**

*Business Administration*

Hailey Danielle Hebert

*General Studies*

Ashley Smathers Uze

*Graduate School - Doctoral*

Katherine Drexler

*Liberal Arts*

Dustin Edwards
Lori Marie Mcminn

*Sciences*

William Robert Bass

**Saint Tammany**

*Business Administration*

Timothy John Demarest Jr.
Andrew James Patin
Stephanie Alexandra Pedeaux
Bryan Michael Wenzel

*General Studies*

Lexie Marie Bordelon

*Liberal Arts*

Emily Sellers Serpas

*Sciences*
Bradley Manuel

**Tangipahoa**

*Liberal Arts*

Amelia Claire Sledge

**Terrebonne**

*General Studies*

Qunyquekya K Wallis

*Graduate School - Masters*

Jade Renata Calais

*Liberal Arts*

Indecia Ichel Nixon

**Vermilion**

*Business Administration*

Meagan Alyss Lege
Hannah E Lemaire

*Education*

Jenny My Quyen Tran

*Engineering*

Aaron Dale James
Ty Risdon Trahan

*General Studies*

Jaqwaylon Jerelle Davenport
Alison Elizabeth Gaspard
Brandi M Landry
Christian K LeBlanc
Morgan Michelle Mendoza
Victoria Renee Sagrera
Graduate School - Doctoral

Jamie Lynne Hartwell

Liberal Arts

Adam Michael Bercegeay
Van Teryl Mcneil
Melissa M Tyler

Washington

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Karen Foster Seal

West Baton Rouge

Education

Meagan Smith Prejean

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Tina Englade
Angela Antie Musso

West Feliciana

General Studies

Madalyn Cate Trisler

Out of state

Business Administration

Glenn Mattox
Mollie Beth O'hearn
Rachel Nicole Pedersen

General Studies

Irina Divinsky
Thomas Earl Worthy
Graduate School - Masters

Edward J Brittman
Shiloh Marie Eastin
Jessica Avriel Gibson
Matthew Tristan Hebbard
Laura Colleen Hundy
Jillian Brooke Jacobelli
Kaitlyn Perrodin
Aaron Ern-Wuei Phillips
Ethan James Vanhazebroeck

Graduate School - Doctoral

Kimberly Cummins
Sherry L. Krayesky
Taylor McCleery Sloey

Liberal Arts

Kelli Michelle Guillory
Jean-paul Poullet
Asia LaRae Vallier

Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Tiffany Ann Anderson
Holly Anne Bonin
Rene Brim
Robert Brown
Christine Christiansen
Svetlana Dmitrivna Davis
Ashley Anne Dean
Brian Michael Doyle
Matthew Blake Fleming
Stephanie Marie Fleming
Jessica Nicole Franklin
Kristin Susanne Goad
James Gooss
Donna Hyslop
Cynthia Michelle Jackson
Aisley Marilyn Jacob
Khatera Jahan
Kevin John S Joseph
Kenneth Katai Krieger
Landon James Boreliz Labrador  
Kaoru Ito Lee  
Ashley Owens Lutz  
Eliza Maldonado-pagan  
Sheranne Leanette Mcgraw  
Audrey Marie Medei  
Ruth Michel  
Ashley Miller  
Valinda Joiner Payton  
Phuc Pham  
Aubree Hirschmann Ratcliffe  
Shakita Diane Rawls  
Georgina Lynn Reid  
Theresa Lynn Rifkin  
Cassandra Rozanski  
Veronica Sestrich  
Ariadne Valentin Klenklen  
Jared Williamson

*Sciences*

Terrance Boyle

*International*

*Business Administration*

Christer Antonsen  
Yidan Qiu

*Engineering*

Qasim Akhtar  
Yazeed Albuhairan  
Fatimah Aldawood  
Wail Aljehani  
Muneera Saadoun Alsaadoun  
Abdulaziz Ahmed Alyami  
Constantino Barletta

*Graduate School - Masters*

Madeleine C Bodin  
Maria Gabriela Abascal Bollich  
Akilahyel Hamidu Bwala  
Feng Chen
Sonja Devi Ellis
Siddardha Gurram
Neha Kanumalla
Tanuja Mandapati
Krishnachaitanya Manthripragada
Rajib Pokharel
Selina Jahan Sumi
Marzia Tamanna
Venkata Sailesh Kumar Vankadara
Vijayendra Yalavarthi

Graduate School - Doctoral

Vinodh Kumar Chellamuthu
Subasish Das
Bin Huang
Mohamed Omran Abdelhaleem Shaker
Anurag Singh
Sumi Singh
Pei-Ciao Tang
Yixiang Wu